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Abstract—In this paper, we consider an integrated service sys-
tem, providing multi-rate guaranteed services and homogeneous
best-effort services. The total system capacity is shared by both
service types, while the guaranteed service customers are treated
as high priority and are allocated fixed data rate bandwidth
units. The best-effort service customers are supported by the
remaining capacity leftover by the guaranteed services, in a
processor-sharing manner. Admission control on the best-effort
service customers is adopted to provide a certain level of quality
of service (not guaranteed) so that to avoid the effect of repeated
attempts. The best-effort customer blocking probability is an
important metric for network dimensioning. In this integrated
service system, we observe that the blocking probability of the
best-effort customers is not insensitive to the shapes of their
flow-size distributions and the guaranteed customers’ holding-
time distributions. We obtain here by light computation, for the
best-effort customers, blocking probability bounds and approxi-
mations which possess the insensitivity property. Considering that
the distributions for customers’ holding times and flow sizes may
be unknown, the proposed insensitive bounds and approximations
will facilitate system design and network dimensioning with
predictable and acceptable performance.

Index Terms—Performance evaluation, integrated service sys-
tem, insensitivity, quality of service, processor sharing

I. INTRODUCTION

Various end-user applications in current and emerging com-
munication networks have different Quality-of-Service (QoS)
requirements, in terms of throughput, delay and jitter [1]. To
efficiently support various applications in a unified system,
integrated service systems providing multiservices have been
investigated over the last quarter of a century. One class of
studies has been based on the multi-service loss models [2]–
[5] where different types of users are served by different
numbers of resource units. These models are well applied to
the telephony networks and benefit from having product-form
solutions. Another class of studies considers integrated service
systems providing guaranteed services and best-effort services.
They are based on integrated service systems that combine loss
models for the service of guaranteed service customers and
processor-sharing models for the best-effort customers [6]–
[17].

This paper adopts the latter approach. To be specific, we
consider an integrated service system, providing multi-rate
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guaranteed services and homogeneous best-effort services. It
is realistic to assume that the service requests are generated
by a large number of independent users. Each request is
denoted as a “call”. Then we have “guaranteed calls” and
“best-effort calls”. The call arrival processes are assumed to
follow Poisson processes, as by the Palm-Khintchine Theorem
the superposition of the arrival processes of a large number of
on-off independent sources is well approximated by a Poisson
process. The total system capacity is shared by both services,
while the guaranteed service calls are treated as high priority
and are allocated fixed data rate bandwidth units. The best-
effort calls are supported by the remaining capacity leftover
by the guaranteed services, in a processor-sharing manner.
Admission control on the best-effort calls is adopted to provide
a certain level of QoS e.g., minimum data rate. Otherwise,
impatient best-effort customers may generate more traffic by
repeated calls, e.g., re-loading web-pages, so that service
quality of all best-effort customers can be adversely affected.
Moreover, limiting the number of queued best-effort calls gives
rise to finite queue size. This facilitates the tractability of the
problem.

With the call admission control strategy on the best-effort
services, the blocking probability of best-effort calls is an
important metric for evaluating the system performance and
useful for network dimensioning. However, this is very chal-
lenging due to three reasons. Firstly, the total capacity for
best-effort calls depends on how much capacity left over
by the guaranteed calls, which introduces dependencies of
the best-effort service process on the guaranteed service
processes, therefore, obtaining precise statistics of the best-
effort process is very challenging. Secondly, measurements
have demonstrated that the sizes of best-effort calls, such
as web-page sizes, follow heavy-tailed distributions such as
Pareto distribution [18]. Moreover, although the call blocking
probabilities in a processor sharing model can be insensitive
to the shape of the call size distribution and only depend
on its mean [19], we do not have this insensitivity property
here. In the integrated service system where the bandwidth
available to the best-effort calls varies according to the loading
of the guaranteed calls, the insensitivity property no longer
holds [14], [15]. We also observe in this paper that the
blocking probability of the best-effort calls is affected by the
shapes of their call-size distributions and the guaranteed calls’
holding-time distributions. These make the task of obtaining
the blocking probability of the best-effort calls difficult.

Considering that there are various distributions for service
holding times and call sizes in practical scenarios which may
be unknown, our objective here is to find insensitive bounds,
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obtainable by light computation, for the blocking probabilities
of the best-effort calls in the integrated service system. In
our pursuit of insensitive bounds, we construct surrogate sys-
tems which have the insensitivity property, namely insensitive
surrogates, and use the performance measures (i.e. blocking
probabilities of best-effort calls) of the insensitive surrogates
as approximations or bounds for that of the integrated service
system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the related work are discussed. In Section III, the
integrated service system is described in detail. In Section IV,
with the aim of providing tight insensitive bounds for the
blocking probabilities of the best-effort calls in the integrated
service system, several insensitive surrogates are studied. In
Section V, multiple numerical examples are given to show the
relationship of the insensitive surrogates and the original inte-
grated service system. The paper is concluded in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Service systems and networks with heterogeneous users
have been investigated over the last quarter of a century. As
mentioned in Section I, one class of studies provides service
differentiations by allocating different number of resource
units for different services for the entire service time [2]–
[5], therefore multi-service loss models can be used for the
performance evaluation, with the benefit of having product-
form solutions. Call blocking probabilities can be obtained
either by a recursive method [2], [20], [21] or by the con-
volution algorithm [3], [22], [23, Ch. 2] and the blocking
probabilities are found to be insensitive to the shapes of
the call holding time distributions [24]. These models are
applicable to telephony, while they do not take into account
the elasticity in resource allocation of best-effort services of
the Internet.

Our work falls into the second class of studies, which
considers integrated service systems providing guaranteed
services as well as best-effort services [6]–[17]. A distinct
feature of this class is that resources are shared among best-
effort customers and the resource allocated to each user may
vary during their service times according to the number of
concurrent users. Generally, they combine loss models for the
service of guaranteed customers and processor-sharing models
for the best-effort customers. Some of the existing work [6]–
[11] has been based on the assumption that the best-effort call
sizes follow exponential distributions. In [6], different time-
slot allocation policies are discussed for an integrated packet
and circuit switching system. In [7], [8], fair channel sharing
policies and call admission control schemes are investigated
in an integrated cellular voice/data network. In [9] and [10],
an integrated service system with real-time and non-real-time
traffic are investigated and computationally efficient analytical
approximations are given with the condition that the holding
times of real-time and non-real-time calls are significantly
different. They also provide trade-offs between the accuracy
and the computation complexity when the above conditions
are not satisfied. In [11], an efficient method is developed that
approximates the average throughputs of elastic flows, based

TABLE I
LIST OF NOTATION

Symbol Meaning
C total capacity of the system, [b/s]
cg data rate of an guaranteed Bandwidth Unit, [b/s]
K number of classes of guaranteed calls
dk number of Bandwidth Units required for an guaranteed

call of class k during its entire holding time
λk arrival rate of guaranteed calls of class k, [1/s]
1/µk average holding time of guaranteed calls of class k, [s]
µk service rate of guaranteed calls of class k, [1/s]
ρk ρk = λk/µk , offered load of guaranteed calls of class k
λ0 arrival rate of best-effort calls, [1/s]
L average call size of best-effort calls, [b]
N the maximum number of BUs for guaranteed calls
N0 the maximum number of simultaneous best-effort calls
nk(t) number of guaranteed calls of class k in the system at time t
n0(t) number of best-effort calls in the system at time t
C0(t) data rate of all best-effort calls at time t, [b/s]
c0(t) data rate of an individual best-effort call at time t, [b/s]

on a simplification of the state transitions diagrams. However,
the best-effort call sizes are found to follow heavy-tailed
distributions such as Pareto distribution [18]. The assumption
that the best-effort call sizes follow exponential distributions
in [6]–[11] limits their applicability.

In [12]–[16], heavy-tailed distributions for the best-effort
call sizes are considered. In [12], approximations are provided
only under the condition that the service duration of the
guaranteed calls is much larger than that of the best-effort calls
and only one class of guaranteed calls has been considered.
In [13], analytical approximations are derived for two extreme
cases when the holding times of the guaranteed and best-effort
calls are significantly different and a weighted approximation
is given for general cases. In [14], the sensitivity phenomenon
is mentioned without being exploited. The first work to inves-
tigate the sensitivity phenomenon is [15], followed by [16].
In [15], it is found that the variation of the elastic call sizes
will improve the performance. In [16], call-average throughput
of data traffic are approximated with sensitivity degree being
investigated. Bearing in mind that in the integrated service
system, the insensitivity property no longer holds, it will be
useful to obtain performance bounds which are insensitive to
the shapes of the service requirement distributions of all call
types. We call such bounds insensitive bounds. In [17], the
authors provide two performance bounds for the cases when
best-effort call sizes are exponentially distributed, but they
are not proved to be insensitive bounds. To the best of our
knowledge, how to obtain insensitive bounds for the blocking
probabilities of the best-effort calls in an integrated service
system is still an open question. This motivates our work.

III. THE INTEGRATED SERVICE SYSTEM

In this section, we introduce the integrated service system
considered in this paper and describe in details how the
guaranteed and best-effort calls are served in this system.
For the convenience of the reader, key notations are listed
in Table I as well as described in the following.

The total capacity of the integrated service system available
for both service types is C b/s. There are K classes of
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guaranteed calls which are served in strict priority over a single
class of best-effort calls.

We assume that the guaranteed calls arrive at the system
according to K independent Poisson processes, one for each
service class. Let λk be the arrival rate of the guaranteed calls
of class k. Define an guaranteed Bandwidth Unit (BU) as a
portion of capacity with the data rate cg b/s. Each admitted
guaranteed call of class k requires and is allocated capacity
of dk BUs for the entire duration of its holding time. Denote
by d = (d1, d2, d3, . . . , dk, . . . , dK)T the BU requirements for
all guaranteed classes.

Assume that at time t, there are nk(t) guaranteed
calls of class k being served in the system. Denote by
n(t) = (n1(t), n2(t), n3(t), . . . , nk(t), . . . , nK(t)) the num-
ber of guaranteed calls for all guaranteed classes being served
at time t. Then,

n(t) · d =

K∑
k=1

nk(t)dk (1)

is the total number of BUs occupied by the guaranteed
calls at time t. To avoid starvation of the best-effort calls,
the guaranteed calls can only occupy up to N BUs, where
N · cg ≤ C. When an guaranteed call of class k arrives at
time t, if n(t) ·d+dk ≤ N , the call is admitted and is served
at a data rate of dkcg b/s; otherwise, it is blocked.

The arrival process of the best-effort calls is assumed to
follow a Poisson process and is independent of the guaranteed
call arrivals. The best-effort call arrival rate is denoted by λ0.
The best-effort calls share evenly the remaining capacity left
over by the guaranteed calls based on the processor sharing
scheduling policy. Denote by n0(t) the number of best-effort
calls in the system at time t. The data rate of all best-effort
calls and the data rate of an individual best-effort call at time
t are thus given respectively by,

C0(t) = C − (n(t) · d) · cg, (2)

and
c0(t) =

C − (n(t) · d) · cg
n0(t)

. (3)

The data rate of an individual best-effort call, c0(t), is
updated upon an guaranteed/best-effort admitted arrival or
departure. As mentioned above, to satisfy the QoS of admitted
best-effort calls, the maximum number of concurrently served
best-effort calls is limited to N0. Accordingly, a new best-
effort call arriving at time t is admitted if n0(t) < N0 and is
blocked if n0(t) = N0.

We assume that the c.d.f. of the best-effort call sizes and the
holding times of the guaranteed calls follow continuous distri-
butions and as in [25], we also assume that no more than one
event, arrival or departure of customers, occur simultaneously.

Since guaranteed calls has strict priority over best-effort
calls, the performance of guaranteed calls is given by a multi-
service loss model [2], [3], [20]–[22], [23, Ch. 2]. Moreover, it
has been shown that the stationary distribution of the number
calls from each class is insensitive to the shapes of the guaran-
teed calls’ holding time distributions. For the best-effort calls,
as mentioned, when the total capacity is varying according

to the guaranteed BU occupancy, its processor sharing model
does not have the insensitivity property. Therefore, in this
paper, we aim to find insensitive bounds to evaluate the best-
effort blocking probabilities of the integrated service system.

IV. INSENSITIVE SURROGATES

The importance of the insensitive models was also realized
in [26] and in [27]. However, while the authors of [26] and
[27] aim to design systems that have the insensitivity property,
we aim to evaluate performance of a system which does not
have the insensitivity property by seeking insensitive bounds
obtained from insensitive surrogates. First in Section IV-A, we
introduce a system where the insensitivity property is achieved
simply by fixing the capacity for all best-effort calls. This
system is introduced as a baseline. Then, in Section IV-B, we
propose a series of insensitive surrogates where the insensitiv-
ity property is achieved by scaling guaranteed service rates.

A. Static capacity partition between the guaranteed and best-
effort calls

As the insensitivity property does not hold due to the
varying capacity for best-effort calls based on guaranteed BU
occupancy, consider a surrogate which is the same as the
original integrated service system except that the total capacity
C is partitioned in a static way between the guaranteed and
the best-effort calls. In particular, a fixed capacity CG, where
0 ≤ CG ≤ C, is exclusively reserved to the guaranteed
calls and the leftover capacity Cb, where Cb = C − CG, is
exclusively reserved to the best-effort calls. The best-effort
calls cannot access the capacity reserved for the guaranteed
calls even when some of the capacity is temporally not
occupied by the guaranteed calls. For convenience, we call
such a surrogate a static-capacity-partition system. In the
static-capacity-partition system, the total capacity for best-
effort calls is fixed, while it varies from (C−N ·cg) b/s to C b/s
in the original integrated service system. In the following, we
consider two extreme partition schemes for the static-capacity-
partition system:
scheme 1: CG = (N · cg) and Cb = (C −N · cg);
scheme 2: CG = 0 and Cb = C.

In the static-capacity-partition system, best-effort calls are
served according to a processor sharing discipline with a
constant capacity Cb where C − N · cg ≤ Cb ≤ C. Thus an
M/G/1/K-PS model can be used for performance evaluation
of the best-effort calls. As known in [19], for an M/G/1/K-PS
model, the best-effort blocking probability is insensitive to the
shape of the best-effort call size distribution, which is given
by,

bpar0 =
AN0∑N0

i=0A
i
, (4)

where, A = λ0L/Cb.
Comparing the static-capacity-partition system and the orig-

inal integrated service system detailed in Section III, we have
the following proposition.

Proposition 1. The best-effort blocking probability of the
static-capacity-partition system with partition scheme 1 (2) is
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larger (smaller) than that of the original integrated service
system irrespective of the shapes of the guaranteed call
holding time distributions and the shape of the best-effort call
size distribution.

Intuitively, for the static-capacity-partition system with par-
tition scheme 1 (2), the capacity serving the best-effort calls
in the static-capacity-partition system is always less (more)
than or equal to that in the original integrated service sys-
tem. Therefore, the above static-capacity-partition systems
can provide bounds (upper bounds with partition scheme 1,
lower bounds with partition scheme 2) for the best-effort call
blocking probabilities. These bounds are insensitive to the
shapes of the guaranteed call holding time and best-effort call
size distributions. These two bounds can be easily obtained;
however, there are very large gaps between these two bounds
and the results from the original integrated service system
(demonstrated later in Fig. 3 to Fig. 5). Thus, we aim for
tighter insensitive bounds.

B. Insensitive surrogate based on scaling the service rates of
guaranteed calls

In this subsection, we construct a series of insensitive
surrogates where the insensitivity property is achieved in a
similar way as in [28, Ch. 11], by modifying the service
rates appropriately. Specifically, we construct the surrogates by
scaling the guaranteed service rate (the number of guaranteed
customers leaving per unit time) at all states of the original
integrated service system. The scaling factors are carefully
selected so that the surrogate has the property that the best-
effort blocking probabilities are insensitive to the shapes of
the service requirement distributions of all call types.

Proposition 2. Define S = {(n0,n) : n0 ∈ N0, n0 ≤
N0 and n ∈ (N0)K ,n · d ≤ N}. Define ei a 1 × K unit
vector whose ith element is 1 and all other elements are 0s
and define,

S
(α)

(n0,n+ei)→(n0,n) =

(
C − ((n+ ei) · d) · cg

C − (n · d) · cg

)n0+α

, (5)

where α ∈ R is a constant parameter.
Consider a system X(α) which is the same as the original

integrated service system except that the service rates of the
guaranteed calls are modified as follows. When the system
X(α) is in state (n0,n + ei), the service rate of guaranteed
calls of class i is S(α)

(n0,n+ei)→(n0,n) times that in the original
integrated service system. Then, for the system X(α), for any
guaranteed call holding time distribution with a continuous
c.d.f. and any best-effort call size distribution with a contin-
uous c.d.f., the stationary distribution of the system X(α) is
given by,

π(α)(n0,n) =
1

Gα

(
λ0L

C − (n · d) · cg

)n0+α K∏
k=1

ρ
nk
k

nk!
, (6)

where Gα is the normalization constant, defined by,

Gα :=
∑

(n0,n)∈S

(
λ0L

C − (n · d) · cg

)n0+α K∏
k=1

ρ
nk
k

nk!
. (7)

Proof: When the guaranteed call holding times and the
best-effort call sizes are exponentially distributed, the system

X(α) and the original integrated service system can be repre-
sented by two Markov processes (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).

With the stationary distribution given in Eq. (6), we can find
that the detailed balance between any two neighboring states
hold. Specifically, we check the detailed balance between state
(n0,n) and (n0 +1,n), for (n0,n) ∈ S and (n0 +1,n) ∈ S,
i.e., n0 6= N0:{

π(α)(n0,n) · λ0

}
/
{
π(α)(n0 + 1,n) · C−(n·d)·cg

L

}
=

{
1
Gα

(
λ0L

C−(n·d)·cg

)n0+α∏K
k=1

ρ
nk
k

nk! · λ0

}
/{

1
Gα

(
λ0L

C−(n·d)·cg

)n0+1+α∏K
k=1

ρ
nk
k

nk! ·
C−(n·d)·cg

L

}
= 1.

(8)
Then, we check the detailed balance between state (n0,n) and
(n0,n + ei), for n ∈ S and (n0,n + ei) ∈ S:{

π(α)(n0,n) · λi
}
/{

π(α)(n0,n + ei) · (ni + 1)µiS
(α)
(n0,n+ei)→(n0,n)

}
=

{
1
Gα

(
λ0L

C−(n·d)·cg

)n0+α∏K
k=1

ρ
nk
k

nk! · λi
}
/{

1
Gα

(
λ0L

C−((n+ei)·d)·cg

)n0+α

·∏K
k=1

ρ
nk
k

nk!
ρi

ni+1 (ni + 1)µiS
(α)
(n0,n+ei)→(n0,n)

}
= 1.

(9)
By the above checking of the detailed balance equation, we

have proved that detailed balance equations are found to hold
true between any neighboring states. Consequently, all global
balance equations hold true. This proves that Eq. (6) indeed
gives the stationary distribution of the system X(α) when the
guaranteed call holding times and the best-effort call sizes are
exponentially distributed.

When the guaranteed call holding times and the best-effort
call sizes follow general distributions with continuous c.d.f.,
the system X(α) can be represented by a generalized semi-
Markov process in a random environment. By Theorem 1
in Appendix A, the stationary distribution of the system
X(α) is insensitive to the shape of the best-effort call size
distribution and the shapes of the guaranteed call holding
time distributions if and only if the partial balance conditions
defined in Theorem 1 are satisfied.

The two partial balance conditions are equivalent to the
detailed balance between state (n0,n) and (n0 + 1,n), for
(n0,n) ∈ S and (n0 + 1,n) ∈ S, and the detailed balance
between state (n0,n) and (n0,n + ei), for n ∈ S and
(n0,n + ei) ∈ S, which hold by (8) and (9). Therefore,
Proposition 2 is proved.

According to Proposition 2, the best-effort blocking proba-
bility of the system X(α) is also insensitive to the shapes of
the service requirement distributions of all call types and is
given by,

b
(α)
0 =

∑
(n0,n)∈SN0

π(α)(n0,n), (10)

where SN0 := {(n0,n) : n0 = N0 and n · d ≤ N}. We use
the system X(α) as an insensitive surrogate to approximate
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n0 ,n

λ i

λ0 λ0

I 1=(ni+1)μi

C−n⋅d c g

L

n0 ,n+e i

n0−1,n n0+ 1,n

I 2=niμi

n0 ,n+e j

n0 ,n−e i

λi

n0 ,n−e j

C−n⋅d c g

L

λ j

λ j

I 1

I 2

I 3

I 4 I 3=(n j+1)μ j

I 4=n jμ j

Fig. 1. Part of the state transition diagram associated with the integrated
service system.

n0 ,n

λ i

λ0 λ0

I 1=(n i+1)μi S (n0,n+ e i)→(n0 ,n )
(α)

C−n⋅d c g

L

n0 ,n+e i

n0−1,n n0+ 1,n

I 2=niμi S(n0,n)→(n0,n−e i)

(α)

n0 ,n+e j

n0 ,n−e i

λi

n0 ,n−e j

C−n⋅d c g

L

λ j

λ j

I 1

I 2

I 3

I 4 I 3=(n j+1)μ j S (n0,n+e j)→(n0 ,n)
(α)

I 4=n jμ j S (n0,n)→(n0, n−e j)

(α )

Fig. 2. Part of the state transition diagram associated with the system X(α)

discussed in Section IV-B.

the best-effort blocking probabilities of the integrated service
system. We can obtain a series of insensitive surrogates by
using different α values.

Since the system X(α) is obtained by scaling the service
rates of the guaranteed calls of the original integrated service
system, we call the system X(α) as a guaranteed-service-
rate-scaling system. For the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling
systems, we have the following three propositions. The proofs
of these propositions are given in the Appendices.

Proposition 3. For the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling system
X(α), the best-effort blocking probability as given in Eq. (10)
increases as α increases.

Proof: See Appendix C.
Intuitively, as α increases, S

(α)
(n0,n+ei)→(n0,n)

(S(α)
(n0,n+ei)→(n0,n) > 0) decreases, which reduces the

scaled service rate of guaranteed calls. On the other hand, the
arrival rate of guaranteed calls in each state is the same as that
in the integrated service system. Therefore, as α increases,
the system tends to stay in states where more guaranteed
calls are in service (the capacity left over for best-effort calls
is smaller). As a result, the best-effort blocking probability
will be higher.

Proposition 4. The best-effort blocking probability of the
guaranteed-service-rate-scaling system X(α) when α → +∞
and that of the static-capacity-partition system with partition
scheme 1 are the same.

Proof: See Appendix D.

Intuitively, when α→ +∞, for (n0,n) and (n0,n + ei) ∈
S, S(α)

(n0,n+ei)→(n0,n) → 0, then the service rate of guaranteed
calls when the system X(α) is in any state approaches zero.
Therefore, all guaranteed BUs are likely to be occupied in
steady state of the system X(α), i.e., the data rate of all best-
effort calls is almost always C − N · cg which is the same
as that of the static-capacity-partition system with partition
scheme 1.

Proposition 5. The best-effort blocking probability of the
guaranteed-service-rate-scaling system X(α) when α → −∞
and that of the static-capacity-partition system with partition
scheme 2 are the same.

Proof: See Appendix E.
Intuitively, when α→ −∞, for (n0,n) and (n0,n + ei) ∈

S, S(α)
(n0,n+ei)→(n0,n) → +∞, then the service rate of guar-

anteed calls when the system X(α) is in any state approaches
+∞. Therefore, no guaranteed BU will be occupied in steady
state of the system X(α), i.e., the data rate of all best-effort
calls is always C which is the same as that of the static-
capacity-partition system with partition scheme 2.

We can find that S(α)
(n0,n+ei)→(n0,n) is always not smaller

than 0 and,

S
(α)
(n0,n+ei)→(n0,n)


< 1, when n0 > −α,
= 1, when n0 = −α,
> 1, when n0 < −α.

(11)

For (n0,n) and (n0,n + ei) ∈ S, n0 = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N0, we
can find that,

if α ∈ (−∞,−N0), S
(α)
(n0,n+ei)→(n0,n) > 1;

if α = −N0, S
(α)
(n0,n+ei)→(n0,n) ≥ 1;

if α ∈ (−N0, 0), S
(α)
(n0,n+ei)→(n0,n) ≥ 1 or ≤ 1;

if α = 0, S
(α)
(n0,n+ei)→(n0,n) ≤ 1;

if α ∈ (0,+∞), S
(α)
(n0,n+ei)→(n0,n) < 1.

If α ∈ [0,+∞), the service rates of guaranteed calls of
class i when the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling system is
in state (n0,n + ei) ∈ S will be larger than (or equal
to, when α = 0 and n0 = 0) the corresponding service
rates of the guaranteed calls in the integrated service system,
then the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling system tends to stay
longer than the integrated service system in states where more
BUs are occupied (the capacity left over for best-effort calls
smaller). Therefore, best-effort calls will experience higher
blocking probability than that in the integrated service sys-
tem. So, we conjecture that the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling
system will provide insensitive upper bounds for the best-
effort blocking probabilities of the original integrated service
system. Similarly, if α ∈ (−∞,−N0], we conjecture that
the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling system will provide lower
bounds for the best-effort blocking probabilities of the original
integrated service system. If α ∈ (−N0, 0), the guaranteed-
service-rate-scaling system can provide approximations for
the best-effort blocking probabilities of the integrated service
system.
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TABLE II
COMMON PARAMETERS FOR EXPERIMENT A1, A2 AND A3

System cg = 64 kb/s, N = 28, N0 = 24
λ1 = 0.05 s−1, 1/µ1 = 180 s, d1 = 1

guaranteed λ2 = 0.01 s−1, 1/µ2 = 180 s, d2 = 2
λ3 = 0.002 s−1, 1/µ3 = 180 s, d3 = 4

best-effort L = 500 kB

From Proposition 3, we know that as α increases, the
best-effort blocking probability increases. Therefore, we are
interested in the performance of the guaranteed-service-rate-
scaling systems when α = 0 and when α = −N0 which are
expected to provide the tightest upper bound and the tightest
lower bound among all proposed surrogates for the best-effort
blocking probabilities of the original integrated service system.

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

We have proposed a series of guaranteed-service-rate-
scaling systems constructed by scaling the service rates of
guaranteed calls in the original integrated service system.
The best-effort blocking probabilities from the guaranteed-
service-rate-scaling systems are proved to be insensitive with
respect to the shapes of the distributions of the guaranteed
call holding times and the best-effort call sizes. We also
conjecture that some guaranteed-service-rate-scaling systems
will provide insensitive bounds for the best-effort blocking
probabilities in the original integrated service system. In
this section, the relationship between the best-effort blocking
probabilities obtained from the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling
system and that of the integrated service system will be inves-
tigated through multiple numerical examples. The best-effort
blocking probabilities calculated from the guaranteed-service-
rate-scaling system when α = 0, α = −N0 are compared
with results from simulations of the original integrated service
system under different distributions of the guaranteed call
holding times and the best-effort call sizes. The best-effort call
blocking probabilities calculated from the guaranteed-service-
rate-scaling systems when α → +∞ and α → −∞ are
also included in the comparisons to investigate the effect of
different variations of α.

A. Under different ratios between the guaranteed capacity and
the total capacity

In this subsection, we present results of three sets of
experiments (experiment A1, A2 and A3) with different ratios
between the guaranteed capacity and the total capacity. In
all the experiments, three classes of guaranteed calls and one
class of best-effort calls are offered to the system. Common
parameters for the integrated service system in the three
experiments are given in Table II. And other parameters are:
• Experiment A1: C = 3.2 Mb/s, λ0 = 0.3 to 0.4 s−1;
• Experiment A2: C = 6.4 Mb/s, λ0 = 1.0 to 1.4 s−1;
• Experiment A3: C = 12.8 Mb/s, λ0 = 2.0 to 2.8 s−1.
The system parameters given above show that, in the three

experiments, the ratio N · cg/C is set to 0.56, 0.28 and 0.14,
respectively.

For each experiment, we performed nine sets of simulations
where each simulation set is run with a specific combination of
the guaranteed call holding time and the best-effort call size
distributions while the average guaranteed call holding time
and best-effort call size are maintained as in Table II for each
experiment. Combinations of the guaranteed call holding time
and the best-effort call size distributions are as follows:

• Simulation set 1: deterministic, exponential;
• Simulation set 2: exponential, exponential;
• Simulation set 3: Pareto (shape parameter β = 1.5),

exponential;
• Simulation set 4: deterministic, deterministic;
• Simulation set 5: exponential, deterministic;
• Simulation set 6: Pareto (β = 1.5), deterministic;
• Simulation set 7: deterministic, Pareto (β = 1.5);
• Simulation set 8: exponential, Pareto (β = 1.5);
• Simulation set 9: Pareto (β = 1.5), Pareto (β = 1.5).

The best-effort blocking probabilities calculated from the
guaranteed-service-rate-scaling system when α → +∞, α =
0, α = −N0 and α → −∞ and that obtained from the
original integrated service system (simulations) are compared
in Fig. 3 to Fig. 5. From these figures, we observe that in the
experiments, the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling system with
α → +∞ and α = 0 provide upper bounds for the best-
effort blocking probabilities and the guaranteed-service-rate-
scaling system with α = −N0 and α → −∞ provide lower
bounds. Bounds with α = 0 and α = −N0 are much tighter
than that with α → +∞ and α → −∞, respectively. These
observations are consistent with previous analysis. It is also
observed that as the ratio N · cg/C decreases, all the four
bounds become tighter. It is because as the ratio between the
guaranteed capacity and the total capacity decreases, the effect
of the variation in capacity of the best-effort calls is relatively
reduced.
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Fig. 3. Comparisons of the best-effort blocking probabilities calculated from
the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling systems and that obtained from simulations
in experiment A1.
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Fig. 4. Comparisons of the best-effort blocking probabilities calculated from
the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling systems and that obtained from simulations
in experiment A2.
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Fig. 5. Comparisons of the best-effort blocking probabilities calculated from
the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling systems and that obtained from simulations
in experiment A3.

B. Under different system capacities

In this subsection, an integrated service system with one
class of guaranteed calls and one class of best-effort calls
is studied. We investigate the best-effort blocking probabil-
ities of the integrated service system and the corresponding
guaranteed-service-rate-scaling systems under different system
capacities. We performed four experiments (experiment B1,
B2, B3 and B4) with common parameters (for the integrated
service system): cg = 64 kb/s, d = 1, 1/µ1 = 180 s,
L = 500 kB, and N0 = 24. From Section V-A, we have
found that the ratios between the guaranteed capacity and the
total capacity affect the tightness of bounds. To make fair
comparisons, the ratio between the guaranteed capacity and
the total capacity (N · cg/C) is fixed at 0.5 in experiment B1,
B2, B3 and B4.

To make fair comparisons among scenarios with different
system capacities, the QoS for the guaranteed and best-effort

calls (the guaranteed and best-effort call blocking probabili-
ties) are maintained the same for the four experiments. Con-
sider the static-capacity-partition system with partition scheme
1. The blocking probability of guaranteed and best-effort calls
are fixed at 0.3% and 1%, respectively. Then the offered load
of both types of services are derived recursively from the
Erlang B formula and Eq. (4), respectively, as follows:
• Experiment B1: C = 6.4 Mb/s, N = 50, λ1 = 0.1931

s−1, λ0 = 0.7095 s−1;
• Experiment B2: C = 12.8 Mb/s, N = 100, λ1 = 0.4383

s−1, λ0 = 0.1419 s−1;
• Experiment B3: C = 25.6 Mb/s, N = 200, λ1 = 0.9522

s−1, λ0 = 2.8379 s−1;
• Experiment B4: C = 64.0 Mb/s, N = 500, λ1 = 2.5481

s−1, λ0 = 7.0953 s−1.
The values of the offered load are not rounded, while the

advantage of unrounded offered load can be viewed later in
the Fig. 6–Fig. 9, that the upper curves in the four figures are
at the same position. This leads to more fair comparisons.

As in Section V-A, for each experiment (B1, B2, B3 and
B4), we performed nine sets of simulations where each is run
with a specific combination of the guaranteed call holding time
and the best-effort call size distributions while the average
guaranteed call holding time and the average best-effort call
size are maintained. Combinations of the guaranteed call
holding time and the best-effort call size distributions are the
same as those in Section V-A.

The best-effort blocking probabilities obtained from the
guaranteed-service-rate-scaling system when α → +∞, α =
0, α = −N0, α → −∞ and that from simulations are
compared in Fig. 6 to Fig. 9. The vertical axis ranges in
the four figures are maintained the same. The horizontal
axis values represent different simulation sets, i.e., different
combinations of guaranteed call holding time and best-effort
call size distributions. Horizontal axis i represents simulation
set i.

From Fig. 6 to Fig. 9, we can observe that in the ex-
periments, the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling systems with
α → +∞ and α = 0 provide upper bounds and the case
α = 0 is tighter. Similarly, the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling
systems with α → −∞ and α = −N0 provide lower bounds
and the case α = −N0 is tighter. Moreover, we find that as
the system capacity increases, bounds with α→ +∞, α = 0
and α = −N0 become tighter while the bound with α→ −∞
becomes relatively looser.

Intuitively, as C increases, the ratio,

C − ((n + ei) · d) · cg
C − (n · d) · cg

(12)

becomes closer to 1. Therefore, for finite α values such as 0
or −N0, scaling factors,(

C − ((n + ei) · d) · cg
C − (n · d) · cg

)n0+α

(13)

become closer to 1. This reveals that, as C increases, when
constructing the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling system, the
modified service rates of guaranteed calls are closer to the
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Fig. 6. Comparisons of the best-effort blocking probabilities calculated from
the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling systems and that obtained from simulations
in experiment B1.
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Fig. 7. Comparisons of the best-effort blocking probabilities calculated from
the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling systems and that obtained from simulations
in experiment B2.

original rates. So bounds associated with parameter α = 0 and
α = −N0 become tighter as the system capacity increases.

To understand the variability in the tightness of the bounds
associated with the limit conditions α → +∞ and α → −∞
as the system capacity increases, consider the following. First
notice that the effect is related to the known behavior of
loss systems and networks under critical loading [29]. It is
well known that in an Erlang loss system, for example, if the
offered load per server is kept equal to unity, and the offered
load increases arbitrarily, the blocking probability approaches
zero. In the present experiment, we fix the guaranteed blocking
probability at the low level of 0.3%, increase N and C at
the same rate, and compute the guaranteed offered load for
every N value. We demonstrate the expected result that as N
increases, the ratio (λ1/µ1)/N will get closer and closer to
1. In particular, we obtain the following values for this ratio:
0.6952, 0.7889, 0.8570, 0.9173, for the following N values:
50, 100, 200, 500, respectively. Note that in our experiment,
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Fig. 8. Comparisons of the best-effort blocking probabilities calculated from
the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling systems and that obtained from simulations
in experiment B3.
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Fig. 9. Comparisons of the best-effort blocking probabilities calculated from
the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling systems and that obtained from simulations
in experiment B4.

we maintain the ratio N · cg/C at the constant value of 0.5.
Therefore, as C and N increase, and the blocking probability
kept at 0.3%, the capacity available to the best-effort calls gets
closer to a constant value around C−N ·cg = 0.5C. Therefore,
bounds associated with α → +∞ (i.e., the static-capacity-
partition system with partition scheme 1) are tight while
bounds associated with α → −∞ (i.e., the static-capacity-
partition system with partition scheme 2) are relatively loose.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have considered an integrated service system that pro-
vides multi-rate guaranteed services and homogeneous best-
effort services. To obtain the best-effort calls blocking proba-
bility bounds and approximations which possess the insensi-
tivity property, we have considered a series of insensitive sur-
rogates constructed by scaling the service rates of guaranteed
calls and obtain the best-effort call blocking probabilities of
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the surrogates. These blocking probabilities are obtainable by
product form solutions and they are insensitive to the shapes
of the guaranteed call holding time distributions and the best-
effort call size distribution. Analysis and numerical examples
demonstrate that our approach can provide bounds for the
best-effort blocking probabilities of the original integrated
service systems. Numerical examples also demonstrate that
the two expected tightest bounds will become tighter as the
ratio between the guaranteed capacity and the total capacity
decreases or as the system capacity increases.

APPENDIX A
A GENERALIZED SEMI-MARKOV PROCESS MODEL FOR

INSENSITIVITY

A standard framework for proving the insensitivity property
of a stochastic process in a fixed environment is the generalized
semi-Markov process (GSMP) [30], [31]. The results has been
extended in [25] to a random environment where the process
evolves in a random environment, which also includes our
model defined in Proposition 2.

A. A GSMP in a fixed environment
We follow the definitions of [30] and the extension of [31]

for GSMP with speeds as well as the extension of [25] for the
random environment.

Let X(t), t ≥ 0, be a vector stochastic process on a
countable state space X and S = S0 ∪ S1 a countable set of
indices of possible events that can occur. To each state x ∈ X
corresponds a non-empty finite subset of events S(x) ⊂ S.
Each event s ∈ S(x) is associated with a “clock” (lifetime)
measuring the residual time until event s will occur. The
lifetime of a clock associated with event s is a random variable
drawn from a general distribution with continuous c.d.f. Fs(x)
with Fs(0) = 0. For s ∈ S0, Fs(x) is exponential with mean
λ−1
s and for s ∈ S1, Fs(x) is general with mean µ−1

s and
hazard function hs(x). A special case is where S0 labels
customer inter-arrival times and S1 labels service lifetimes.
In general, S labels possible point events.

The GSMP is constructed as follows. The process X(t)
evolves from any state x by having some event s ∈ S(x)
trigger a transition to another state x′. Let p(x′|s,x) be the
probability that the new event is x′ given that s triggers the
transition. The actual triggering event depends on the clocks
associated with the events of S(n) and the speeds at which
they run, c(x, s).

When the state of the process is x, c(x, s) = 0 (inactive)
for every s 6∈ S(x) and at least one c(x, s) > 0 (active) for
s ∈ S(x). A triggering event is also referred to as an expiration
of its corresponding clock. It is assumed that no two active
clocks can expire simultaneously. However, an instantaneous
reactivation of a clock is possible.

At a transition from x to x′ triggered by event s, new clocks
values are independently drawn for s′ ∈ S(x′)−

(
S(x)−{s}

)
.

The old active clocks reading is kept after transition. It should
be noted that the GSMP defined in [31] allows a clock lifetime
distribution that depend on the tuple (x, s,x′, s′) rather than
only on s′, i.e., a c.d.f Fx,s,x′,s′(x).

B. A GSMP in a random environment

Given a GSMP X(t), t ≥ 0, in a fixed environment as
defined in Appendix A-A and an extraneous vector stochastic
process Z(t), t ≥ 0, over a countable set of states z ∈ Z
defined as follows.

The sojourn time in any state z is generally distributed with
a continuous distribution FZ(z) with mean ν−1

Z and hazard
function hZ(z). At the end of each sojourn period, the process
moves to state z′ with probability p(z, z′) independently of its
past history.

Whenever the X(t) process is in state x and the Z(t)
process is in state z, the rate at which each clock s ∈ S(x) runs
is c(x, s; z) (depends also on z). When the clock s expires, the
X(t) process moves to state x′ with probability p(x′|s,n, z)
(depends also on z).

The joint stochastic process
(
X(t),Z(t)

)
, t ≥ 0 is called a

GSMP in a random environment. As before, we assume that(
X(t),Z(t)

)
has the property of instantaneous attention.

It has been shown in [25] that:

Theorem 1. The following partial balance conditions are
necessary and sufficient for the insensitivity of the process(
X(t),Z(t)

)
. With all event lifetimes set to exponential distri-

butions:

1) The stationary probability flux out of each state (x, z) to
another state (x′, z) due to a particular lifetime event
clock, s, expiration is equal to the stationary influx
probability into that state due an activation of that event
clock. That is, partial balance within x where z) is
unchanged.

2) The stationary probability flux out of each state (x, z)
to another state (x, z′) due to end of a sojourn time at
state z is equal to the stationary influx probability into
that state due a transition from any state z′ ∈ Z . That
is, partial balance within z where x) is unchanged.

APPENDIX B
LEMMA 1 AND ITS PROOF

Lemma 1. With A,B,C,D ∈ RK , where,

A = [a1, a2, . . . , ai, . . . , aK ],
B = [b1, b2, . . . , bi, . . . , bK ],
C = [c1, c2, . . . , ci, . . . , cK ],
D = [d1, d2, . . . , di, . . . , dK ]T ,

(14)

and

ai > 0,
∑K
i=0 ai = 1,

0 < b1 < b2 < · · · < bi < · · · < bK < +∞,
ci = (aibi)/(

∑K
i=1 aibi),

0 < d1 < d2 < · · · < di < · · · < dK < +∞,

(15)

we have, AD < CD.

Proof: To prove AD < CD, i.e.,
∑K
i=1 aidi <∑K

i=1 cidi, we need to prove that,∑K
i=1 aidi∑K
i=1 ai

<

∑K
i=1 aibidi∑K
i=1 aibi

. (16)
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Then, we need to prove that,
K∑
j=1

K∑
k=1

ajdjakbk <

K∑
j=1

N∑
k=1

ajbjdjak. (17)

LHS =

K∑
j=2

j−1∑
k=1

ajdjakbk +

K∑
j=1

ajdjajbj

+

K−1∑
j=1

K∑
k=j+1

ajdjakbk.

(18)

Exchanging the summation order and use j(k) instead of k(j)
in the third term, we have,

LHS =

K∑
j=2

j−1∑
k=1

ajak(djbk + dkbj) +

K∑
j=1

ajdjajbj . (19)

Similarly,

RHS =
K∑
j=2

j−1∑
k=1

ajak(bjdj + bkdk) +

K∑
j=1

ajdjajbj . (20)

Comparing both sides, we need to prove that,
K∑
j=2

j−1∑
k=1

ajak(djbk + dkbj)

<

K∑
j=2

j−1∑
k=1

ajak(bjdj + bkdk).

(21)

For k < j, we have 0 < bk < bj and 0 < dk < dj , then
we have bk(dj − dk) < bj(dj − dk) and then, djbk + dkbj <
bjdj + bkdk. Then Eq. (21) is proved. Therefore, Lemma 1 is
proved.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3

Proof: For the system X(α), i.e., guaranteed-service-rate-
scaling system with parameter α, denote by π(α)(N0, n) the
steady state probability when the system X(α) is in states
(n0,n) ∈ {(n0,n) : n0 = N0 and n · d = n}, and denote by
π

(α)
g (n) the steady state probability when the system X(α) is

in states (n0,n) ∈ {(n0,n) : n0 ≤ N0 and n · d = n}. From
Proposition 2, we obtain,

π(α)(N0, n) =
∑

n·d=n,n0=N0

π(α)(n0,n)

=
1

Gα

(
λ0L

C − n · cg

)N0+α∑
n·d=n

K∏
k=1

ρnkk
nk!

.

(22)

π(α)
g (n) =

N0∑
n0=0

π(α)(n0, n)

=
1

Gα

(
λ0L

C − n · cg

)α N0∑
n0=0

(
λ0L

C − n · cg

)n0

·
∑

n·d=n

K∏
k=1

ρnkk
nk!

.

(23)

Define,

b
(α)
PS(n) =

π(α)(N0, n)

π
(α)
g (n)

=

(
λ0L

C−n·cg

)N0

∑N0

n0=0

(
λ0L

C−n·cg

)n0
. (24)

Since b(α)
PS(n) is independent with α, we denote, bPS(n) =

b
(α)
PS(n). It is observed from Eq. (24) and Eq. (4) that bPS(n)

equals the blocking probability of an M/G/1/N0-PS system
with load (λ0L)/(C − n · cg). Moreover, bPS(n) increases as
n increases.

The best-effort blocking probability of the system X(α) is
given by Eq. (10). It can be rewritten as,

b
(α)
0 =

N∑
n=0

π(α)(N0, n)

=

N∑
n=0

π(α)(N0, n)

π
(α)
g (n)

· π(α)
g (n)

=

N∑
n=0

bPS(n) · π(α)
g (n).

(25)

Similarly, for any ∆α > 0, the best-effort blocking proba-
bility of the system X(α+∆α) is given as,

b
(α+∆α)
0 =

N∑
n=0

bPS(n) · π(α+∆α)
g (n), (26)

where,

π(α+∆α)
g (n) =

Gα
Gα+∆α

(
λ0L

C − n · cg

)∆α

π(α)
g (n). (27)

Define,
A = [a1, a2, . . . , an, . . . , aN ],
B = [b1, b2, . . . , bn, . . . , bN ],
C = [c1, c2, . . . , cn, . . . , cN ],
D = [d1, d2, . . . , dn, . . . , dN ]T ,

(28)

and
an = π

(α)
g (n),

bn = Gα
Gα+∆α

(
λ0L

C−n·cg

)∆α

,

cn = π
(α+∆α)
g (n),

dn = bPS(n).

(29)

Notice that bn monotonically increases as n increases. By
Lemma 1, we obtain b(α)

0 < b
(α+∆α)
0 . Therefore, Proposition 3

is proved.

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4

Proof: Define π(α)
g (n) the steady state probability of the

system X(α) when it is in states (n0,n) ∈ {(n0,n) : n0 ≤
N0 and n · d = n}, we have,

π(α)
g (n) =

1

Gα

(
λ0L

C − n · cg

)α
·
N0∑
n0=0

(
λ0L

C − n · cg

)n0 ∑
n·d=n

K∏
k=1

ρnkk
nk!

.

(30)
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π(α)
g (N) =

1

Gα

(
λ0L

C −N · cg

)α
·
N0∑
n0=0

(
λ0L

C −N · cg

)n0 ∑
n·d=N

K∏
k=1

ρnkk
nk!

.

(31)

Define,

γ(α)(n) =
π

(α)
g (n)

π
(α)
g (N)

=

(
C −N · cg
C − n · cg

)α

·

∑N0

n0=0

(
λ0L

C−n·cg

)n0 ∑
n·d=n

∏K
k=1

ρ
nk
k

nk!∑N0

n0=0

(
λ0L

C−N ·cg

)n0 ∑
n·d=N

∏K
k=1

ρ
nk
k

nk!

.

(32)

Therefore, π(α)
g (n) = π

(α)
g (N)γ(α)(n). With normalization

condition,
∑N
n=0 π

(α)
g (n) = 1, we obtain,

π(α)
g (N) =

1∑N
n=0 γ

(α)(n)
. (33)

According to Eq. (32), we have,

lim
α→+∞

γ(α)(n) =

{
0, if n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1,

1, if n = N.
(34)

Therefore,

lim
α→+∞

π(α)
g (N) = lim

α→+∞

1∑N
n=0 γ

(α)(n)

= 1.

(35)

With π(α)
g (n) = π

(α)
g (N)γ(α)(n), we obtain,

lim
α→+∞

π(α)
g (n) =

{
0, if n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1,

1, if n = N.
(36)

From the proof of Proposition 3, we have,

π(α)(N0, n) = b
(α)
PS(n) · π(α)

g (n)

=

(
λ0L

C−n·cg

)N0

∑N0

n0=0

(
λ0L

C−n·cg

)n0
· π(α)

g (n).
(37)

Rewrite Eq. (10), we obtain,

b
(α)
0 =

N∑
n=0

π(α)(N0, n)

=

N∑
n=0


(

λ0L
C−n·cg

)N0

∑N0

n0=0

(
λ0L

C−n·cg

)n0
· π(α)

g (n)

 .

(38)

Therefore, we have,

lim
α→+∞

b
(α)
0

=

N∑
n=0


(

λ0L
C−n·cg

)N0

∑N0

n0=0

(
λ0L

C−n·cg

)n0
· lim
α→+∞

π(α)
g (n)


=

(
λ0L

C−N ·cg

)N0

∑N0

n0=0

(
λ0L

C−N ·cg

)n0
.

(39)

Comparing Eq. (39) with Eq. (4), we find that the best-effort
blocking probability of the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling
system when α → +∞, is the same as that of the static-
capacity-partition system with partition scheme 1. Therefore,
Proposition 4 is proved.

APPENDIX E
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5

Proof: Similar to the proof of Proposition 4, we define,

η(α)(n) =
π

(α)
g (n)

π
(α)
g (0)

=

(
C

C − n · cg

)α

·

∑N0

n0=0

(
λ0L

C−n·cg

)n0 ∑
n·d=n

∏K
k=1

ρ
nk
k

nk!∑N0

n0=0

(
λ0L
C

)n0 ∑
n·d=0

∏K
k=1

ρ
nk
k

nk!

.

(40)

We have,

lim
α→−∞

η(α)(n) =

{
0, if n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N,

1, if n = 0.
(41)

lim
α→−∞

π(α)
g (0) = lim

α→−∞

1∑N
n=0 η

(α)(n)

= 1.

(42)

Therefore, by π(α)
g (n) = π

(α)
g (0)η(α)(n), we obtain,

lim
α→−∞

π(α)
g (n) =

{
0, if n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N,

1, if n = 0.
(43)

Therefore, we have,

lim
α→−∞

b
(α)
0

=

N∑
n=0


(

λ0L
C−n·cg

)N0

∑N0

n0=0

(
λ0L

C−n·cg

)n0
· lim
α→−∞

π(α)
g (n)


=

(
λ0L
C

)N0∑N0

n0=0

(
λ0L
C

)n0
.

(44)

Comparing Eq. (44) with Eq. (4), we find that the best-effort
blocking probability of the guaranteed-service-rate-scaling
system when α → −∞, is the same as that of the static-
capacity-partition system with partition scheme 2. Therefore,
Proposition 5 is proved.
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